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How to Improve English Speaking Fluency, Grammar, Vocabulary  

As we all know that English is the global language and hence its importance cannot be 

underestimated in any way. Whether you want a career in India with any good organization 

or you are looking for Multinational companies, your desire to be there is of no use if you 

are not paying attention to your English. 

This section will provide you with some important and useful tips on How to Improve English 

Speaking, fluency in English, Correcting your grammar and building Vocabulary in English. 

English, not only will open many doors of opportunities for you, it also helps in gaining loads 

of confident and improving overall personality of an individual as well. 

Without having a good command over English language can make your chances very less to 

survive in this competitive world. If you are looking for a shining future then it is essential 

for you to have good command on this language. 

Where to Start?? 

 The basic requirement in improving English is vocabulary, if you don’t have enough 

words to express your thoughts, your fluency or grammar really does not matter. 

 So you should always try to learn some new words regularly and update your database 

of words. 

 Vocabulary can be improved by reading good English newspapers, watching English 

News channels, English movies or reading some good English books and novels. 

 While doing these practices, what’s important is that you should try to implement the 

words you are learning from them straight into your speaking habit, otherwise things 

will result like learning the new words and forgetting the old ones. 

What next?? 

 Now, when you feel, that you have enough vocabulary to express your words then start 

working on your grammar as whether it’s English speaking or writing. 

 If your grammar is not strong enough, your English will be dull and not impressive to 

listen or to read. 

 Grammar can be improved only through practice. Learning the basic rules and 

practicing sentences of your own by checking it through Internet or some other means 

is one way to improve your Grammar. 
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 you can always check your grammar by tools like Spell-check on Internet or ask some 

of friends or colleagues to help you find your mistakes. 

 Have enough vocabulary, and feeling confident about your grammar, now comes the 

time of improving your English Fluency and speaking. 

Tips to Improve English Speaking Fluency: 

 You should first know not to copy anyone’s style and have your natural speaking going. 

 You can always try reading newspapers or books in flow or try to listen and sing 

English songs. 

 Don’t be afraid to create mistakes. Be assured. People can only correct your mistakes 

once they hear you create them. 

 Put yourself in all English speaking environments wherever you’ll learn passively. The 

simplest way to learn is through speaking more and more. 

 Practice every day and try to speak with their family and friends in English as much as 

possible. It’s okay to be wrong. It’s altogether fine to create mistakes. You learn from 

your mistakes and move on. 

 Take a DVD of an English movie at rent every week, and watches it with the subtitles 

on. 

 Watch an English news channel for at least half an hour. The news anchors and 

reporters typically speak terribly crisp and correct English. So first learn that in what 

manner they are speak and then try same in front of mirror. 

 Try to Learn and study phrases. If you recognize a thousand words, you would possibly 

not be able to say one correct sentence. However if you recognize one phrase, you’ll 

create many correct sentences. 

Improvement can be made in fluency and speaking by practice only, the more you speak, 

the better you will get. But these things will only help; improvement will only start showing 

when you start speaking publically. 

Being able to speak a language is not related to how smart you are. Anyone can learn how 

to speak any language. This is a proven fact by everyone in the world. I hope that with the 

help of these tips you will find English learning much easier and interesting. 


